
Literacy 
Learning new sounds and different 
spelling choices in phonics. 
 

Developing a variety of reading  

strategies and skills to help us  
decode and understand texts. 
 

Working on letter formation and 
consistent sizing of letters.  

 
Adaptations of traditional tales 
Non-fiction vs fiction 
Non-chronological report writing 
Acrostic poetry 
 

Humanities (Geography & History) 
To be able to identify man made and physical features. 
 

To look at geographical features, eg. rivers. 
 

To understand the term ‘bird’s eye view’. 
 

To begin to use and recreate maps, looking at keys. 
 

Mathematics  
Place value up to 50, understanding tens and 
ones. 
 

Addition and subtraction, number bonds to 
twenty and addition of two digit  
numbers. 
 

Measures—length and height 
 

Mass & Capacity 
 
Rapid recall of number bonds up to 20. 
 

Counting forwards/backwards starting from 
any number. 
 

Year 1 

Spring Term Themes 

Amazing Animals– Are humans 
animals? 

Where in the world is  
Larry? 

 

The Arts (Design and Technology, Art & Music ) 
Music and Drama— Developing detail and attention to listening and playing un-tuned music 
as an ensemble.  Understanding emotions through story telling. Using symbols to help our 
performance.  
 

Art and Design— Study the artist Ashley Percival and create our own artwork using the same 
methods. 
 

Design and Technology— Create a moving scene using wheels, levers and sliders. 

Religious Education & PSHE/

RSHE 

 
The Easter Story focusing on the role 
of the Disciples.  
Islam—The 5 Pillars of Islam 
 

Good and bad secrets. (inc. PANTS 
rule) 
To celebrate strengths and to think 

P.E 
Gymnastics—using apparatus safely, 
creating a sequence of movements 
and developing balance. 
 

Games– throwing & catching games, 
attacking and defending skills 

Computing 
Introducing 
coding using Sphero 
and Beebots to get 
from point A to B. 
Skills: Saving and 
opening files.  

Adding text and  
Pictures. 
E-safety: Safer Inter-
net Week 

Science 
Observe changes across the seasons. 
Observe and describe weather and how the day length 
varies.  
 

Animals including humans 
Identify and name a variety of common animals. 
Identify and name common animals that are carnivores, 
herbivores and omnivores. 


